
Appendix 2- Summary of CCTV Events relating to  

 

Time Observation 

16:03 Barmaid serves drink and goes to talk to large group who are stood. Takes 
drinks order and makes no effort to have them sit. 
 

16:06-16:08 Barmaid returns with drinks. No effort again to have them sit. DPS’ partner 
returns with more drinks and no effort made to ask to sit. 
 

16:14 Assault victim (Green-haired male) attends. Visibly unsteady on his feet and 
goes to table on the closest left.  
 

16:15 Lots of people on their feet. No control of groups or management of entry at 
all. 
 

16:16 Victim goes to furthest left table. Lots of people still stood. Victim embraces 
several people. 
 

16:17 Victim walks to another bench. 
 

16:20 Lots of persons standing- bar staff in attendance and still no effort made to 
have persons sit.  
 

16:21 Pubwatch Chair (Barry Graham) arrives.  
 

16:23- 16:24 Victim tries to sit on bench as drinks are being delivered to the table and falls 
to the floor where he remains sitting. DPS notices, appears to laugh and walk 
off.  
 

16:25-16:26 Really bad for persons stood up, bar staff outside and able to observe but 
again no efforts made to require individuals to sit.  
 

16:27 Victim goes to door of premises and DPS’ partner pats him on the back.  
 

16:29 Victim walks back over to the table and walks into the marquee pole.  

16:32 Victim pushing and embracing other man by door to premises. Bar staff walks 
past and makes no effort to challenge.  
 

16:34-16:35 Large group forms by door to premises, all stood up with drinks. Rest of beer 
garden stood up too. Bar staff simply walk past and make no efforts to 
require sitting.  
 

16:35:51 Victim visibly drinks from bottle/ glass. Doesn’t appear to have been served 
drink by staff, however.  
 

16:37 Again, large groups of people stood around. Bar staff outside and able to 



observe and no efforts made to require sitting.  
 

16:41 Glasses taken by bar staff from big group standing up. Again, no effort to 
require sitting.  
 

16:43-16:46 Victim swaps tables and then goes back to original table. Stands all the way 
through this.  
 

16:46 Victim swaps table again.  
 

16:49 Licensing Officer and Police arrive and have discussion with DPS.  
 

16:51 Victim again swaps tables.  
 

16:52 Victim staggers over to licensing officer and DPS.  
 

16:56 Victim swaps tables again 
 

16:56 Licensing Officer and police leaves. DPS goes inside and at no stage speaks to 
Victim who was identified by both police and licensing officer as being too 
drunk to be on the premises.  
 

16:59 First recording ends 
 

17:15-17:16 Second recording begins. Large groups of people all stood up. DPS appears to 
be speaking to one group. Part of group sits and DPS walks away. Still lots of 
people stood up around.  
 

17:17-17:18 Victim stood at end of table as bar staff appears to take order from table.  
Visibly staggers around+ then swaps tables. Then staggers to door of 
premises.  
 

17:19 Bar staff taking order as many still stood up in beer garden.  
 

17:20 Victim exits premises  
 

17:22 Again, numerous standing and bar staff in beer garden.  
 

17:23- 17:24 Bar staff makes “sit down” motions with hand to large group now stood up. 
None take any notice.  
 

17:25 DPS’ partner exits premises and begins removing glasses from table. Group 
begins to form around him and victim barges in to push group back.  
 

17:25:48 DPS pushes group back and is punched to the face by one of group. 
Continues telling group to leave. Victim being encouraged to remain out of it 



by other patron to pub and then DPS’ partner.  
 

17:26 Victim leaves beer garden out of sight of camera. DPS watches him leave. 
Obvious commotion off screen as number of patrons leave beer garden, 
including DPS and partner.  
 

17:26-17:29 Numerous patrons leave beer garden. DPS’ partner continues collecting 
glasses as bar staff continue.  
 

17:34 Recording ends 
 

 


